	
  
CRG FACTORY & RACING TEAM

CRG’S NEW WEBSITE IS NOW ON LINE
WWW.KARTCRG.COM
The new CRG's website "Factory & Racing Team" features an engaging graphical
layout to meet at best today's communication needs. An important Gallery with high
resolution images is among the wide content of the new website.

Lonato del Garda (Brescia, Italy). CRG SpA's new website is now available. The new layout
implements a graphical evolution with modern and engaging look added to a more organic
and complete visualization of all news regarding the Company and the Racing Department,
featuring frequent updates and a new photo-gallery with high-resolution pictures.
The content of the webiste will be available in Italian and English and will be accessible through a
unique entry point www.kartcrg.com featuring the sections CRG Factory and CRG Racing Team to
allow a quicker and more convenient browsing of all CRG's information, covering news for
International sportive events and a rich photo-gallery of all the championships in which CRG works
team is involved.
A wide Gallery section will also house high resolution (copyright free) pictures for Media and staff
usage but also for the benefit of all the fans that follow CRG from all over the world.

	
  
	
  

	
  
The most important features of the new CRG SpA website are reported below.
- CRG Company
- News from the production line and racing department
- PDF Formatted press releases
- Racing Team, with sections dedicated to Drivers, Calendar, Results, Hall of Fame from 1979
- Production with details on Children chassis, Racing, Hobby
- Production, Accessory list
- Production, Clothing list
- Production, CRG Complete Catalogue
- Promotion
- Technical Videos
- Chassis, Bodywork, Brakes, Racing Suits Homologation Forms
- CRG's Resellers complete list by geographical location
- Photo-gallery with high-resolution pictures.
- New CRG Newsletter service.
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